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Telecommunication industry is facing a brand new era nowadays. As the number
of mobile devices increases dramatically, people need to figure out an efficient way
to allocate wireless resourses and under this background, the resource allocation
in heterogeneous network has drawn much attetion. Heterogeneous network is the
network combines large cellular cells with smaller ones by various radio access tech-
nologies (RATs). Subscribers or users may be located in random places within the
coverage of a heterogeneous network. So how to fairly provide wireless access service
for the users is the main subject of resource allocation.
This thesis is to achieve the above objective. More specifically, our research
formulated heterogeneous networks resource allocation problem as a network flow
problem, where each subscriber is considered as a traffic demand and heterogeneous
network performs as a shared link that offers traffic for them. The main method
to realize fairness is through max-min fairness (MMF) criterion and to make the
results more convincing, 50 topologies have been established although only 5 of
them are chosen for illustration. The algorithm adopted is based on non-blocking
test. With these topologies, the author carefully built the mathematical model in
AMPL software, which is the critical implementation tool for this thesis.
After accurate formulation and modeling, the author has concluded that N-tier
heterogeneous network resource allocation problem can be efficiently solved by con-
sidering it as a network flow problem.
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11. INTRODUCTION
Living in an information era the human beings are connected by cellular communica-
tion network. The global cellular communication network, one of the most essential
achievements in telecommunication field, has been in the process of "paradigm shift"
because of the increasing number of base stations (BSs) each year [1]. It has been
studied that by 2015, the number of BSs will reach 50 million and in the near future
it will outnumber the subscribers [2] [3]. Consequently, for each user there will be
at least one base station for use. The reason of this expansion is that consumers are
requiring a faster data rate and it is impossible to satisfy their requests by simply
adding spectrum [1]. Thus, small BSs (micro, pico, femto, etc.) emerged and have
become increasingly feasible from both finance and technology perspective. In fact,
the escalation of BSs is via adding small BSs into the existing network [1]. There-
fore, it is clear to see that future networks are anticipated to support many different
scenarios and applications by (i) employing network densification i.e., using small
BSs and (ii) a tighter combination between various radio access technologies (RATs)
[4]. As a result, heterogeneous networks cropped up and has been investigated and
developed.
Heterogeneous network (HetNet) (see Figure 1) is a hierarchical deployment that
combines large (macro) cells with small ones (micro, pico, femto) using different
RATs (3G, LTE, WiFi) [19]. The objective is to provide "ubiquitous coverage and
connectivity [4]" in order to satisfy the burgeoning requirement for wireless data.
So far, it is necessary to have a brief explanation for small cells and RATs as well.
Firstly, small cells, generally including femtocells, picocells, and microcells, are low-
powered radio access and operator controlled nodes which operate in licensed and
unlicensed spectrum with typically a range of 10 meters to 1 or 2 kilometres [5].
Compared with macro cells which may have a range of 10 kilometres or more, they
are "small" and important to managing LTE Advanced spectrum. Secondly, Long-
Term Evolution (LTE), a standard developed by 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) for wireless communication of high-speed data rate, has been accessible in
many European countries and also Asian countries like China, Japan and Korea [13].
Its advanced version, named LTE-A with focus on higher capacity, has also been
developed in order to obtain a higher bitrate in a cost-efficient way [15]. Thirdly,
WiFi is basically a wireless networking technology which allows mobile devices such
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Figure 1.1: Simplified deployment example of a heterogeneous network
as cellphone and laptop to connect to the Internet. "The Wi-Fi Alliance defines
Wi-Fi as ’any wireless local area network (WLAN) products that are based on the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ (IEEE) 802.11 standards’ [6]".
It is commonly believed that through integrating multiple layers of multi-radio
small cells, the next-generation HetNet will dramatically enhance the network capac-
ity and quality of experience (QoE). Particularly, a centralized control node which
resides in macro cell will intelligently associate users with the network infrastructure
and manage their data flow. This is what we call as assisted network selection and
it has greatly attracted the industry’s interest. [14][17]
Despite the significance and inevitability of assisted network, the corresponding
assisted data rate allocation problem has not been studied sufficiently in the past
academic investigations. For example, in [7] and [8] stochastic geometry models
were employed and the results were reasonable "highlighting the achievable upper
and lower bound capacity of heterogeneous system [4]". Indeed, these conclusions
are of great importance for the understanding of next-generation N-tier HetNet but
the problem has not been comprehensively solved.
To fill the gap, this thesis treated the indicated problem as a network flow problem
where each user was considered as a source of traffic demand and each tier of N-
tier HetNet was represented as a shared link providing traffic for a fraction of these
demands. In general, we have built enough number of HetNet topologies and each
of them have 3 layers together with 20 subscribers. These users are considered as
demands and randomly distributed in the coverage of different RATs i.e., WiFi,
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micro-LTE or macro-LTE. Moreover, we reformulated the optimization algorithm
that is proposed for solving Max-Min Fairness problem, which will be introduced
in detail in the following sections. Furthermore, as will be illustrated, the resource
allocation in N-tier multi-RAT networks is an instance of a linear programming
problem, which is why we used AMPL mathematical model language to implement
it. Our result demonstrated that the algorithm worked perfectly on the established
model and each subscriber obtained fair network flow/demand volume. Another
objective of this thesis is to attract the attention of more researchers and encourage
them to study the future Heterogeneous networks by modelling it into a network
flow problem.
The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections. In the second section,
network flow problem will be introduced in detail: what it is, why it is appropriate
and how it is notated. Also, the notion and algorithm of fair networks are explained.
The third chapter will contain the actual problem of our research and the solution
algorithm and the corresponding solving tool. Chapter four is for the numerical
results where we will show and analyse the results of some particular scenarios.
Lastly, the conclusion section will include a comprehensive and elaborate summary.
42. NETWORK FLOW PROBLEM
This chapter is fairly vital because it covers the primary principle behind this thesis
and illustrates the notation method used in the paper work. In this chapter, a very
important algorithmic problem, network flow problem (NFP), will be illustrated.
NFP is critical because it can be used to express many kinds of problems. Four
sections are included in this chapter: we will start with an example of NFP; then
introduce a brief and efficient notation; discuss a small summary about the appro-
priateness of network flow problem; finally, illustrate in detail a famous network
problem—fair networks.
2.1 A Network Flow Example
Here is a simple network example (see book [9] for more details) where three nodes
are connected with each other, i.e., the network topology will look like a triangle
(see Figure 2.1 [9]). In this case, nodes can be either routers in the Internet or
switches in telephone networks or even digital cross-connects in SONET network
[9]. We will use node throughout this paper since it is a generic term to identify
various routing or switching devices in networks. Another term is demand volume [9]
representing "either the traffic volume (as in the Internet or the telephone network)
or the required bandwidth (as in SONET) between a pair of nodes, depending on
the considered type of network [9]". Such a pair of nodes is called demand [9].
To keep this example simple enough, it is assumed that the demands and the link
between them are bi-directional, which in general can be directed. Now, suppose
that between node 1 and 2, node 1 and 3, node 3 and 2 the demand volume is 5, 7
and 8 respectively and we use h to identify these volumes:
h12 = 5, h13 = 7, h23 = 8 (2.1)
There are two paths in this topology for the demand volume of each pair of nodes
to be routed. For instance, the demand pair with node 2 and node 3 (denoted
as <2,3>) has route 2-3 and an alternate route 2-1-3 via node 1 for routing its
demand volume. The amount of demand volume that will be routed on each path
will primarily rely on the objective function which will be discussed more in the
following. Thus, if x can be used to identify the path-flow variables (flow variables
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Figure 2.1: (A) Three-Node Network Example and (B) All Possible Paths for the
Three-Node Example [9]
for simplification), the equations for pair <2,3> below will be wrote:
x23 + x213 = h23 (8) (2.2)
The subscripts of variable x here are to identify the paths, path 2-3 and 2-1-3.
Similarly, for pairs <1,2> and <1,3> semblable equations can also be concluded:
x12 + x132 = h12 (5), x13 + x123 = h13 (7) (2.3)
It is necessary to mention that path-flows are non-negative.
Besides the above two items, another factor we need to consider is link capacity.
In this example, links are denoted by such as 1-2, 1-3 and 2-3 and the associated
capacity are c12, c13 and c23 respectively with the subscripts denoting the end nodes
of a particular link. Note that the units of demand volume and link capacity need
to be consistent, i.e., if we are using packet per second (pps) as the unit of demand
volume, then link capacity should also be expressed in the same unit or units that
can be transfered to pps [9]. Another point worth mentioning is that link connects
two nodes directly while the demand volume can be between any pair of nodes [9].
The next task is to find out which flows might use different links. Apparently,
flow variables x12, x123 and x213 use link 1-2 with a capacity c12 and considering
the common knowledge that in any communication network link load cannot exceed
link capacity, the following inequality of link 1-2 can be written:
x12 + x123 + x213 ≤ c12 (2.4)
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For other two links 1-3 and 2-3, similarly:
x13 + x132 + x213 ≤ c13 x23 + x132 + x123 ≤ c23 (2.5)
Given the values of link capacity, for example, c12 = c13 = 10, c23 = 15 and
together with the equations and inequalities (constraints) concluded above, we can
obtain:
x12 + x132 = 5
x13 + x123 = 7
x23 + x213 = 8
x12 + x123 + x213 ≤ 10
x13 + x132 + x213 ≤ 10
x23 + x132 + x123 ≤ 15
x12, x13, x23, x123, x132, x213 ≥ 0.
The above system reffered to as 2.1a, in fact, has multiple feasible solutions [9].
However, which of them is of best interest? To solve this, we need to figure out the
essential part in terms of the goal of network design problem, which in the context
of mathematical representation is known as objective function [9].
Now assume that 1 is the cost of routing one unit of flow on every link and the
ultimate objective is to minimize the total routing cost, which is:
O = x12 + x13 + x23 + 2x132 + 2x123 + 2x213 (2.1b)
The coefficients of paths like 1-2-3 are 2 because they consist of two links and it
costs twice to route on a two-link path compared with one-link path [9].
Therefore, eventually our goal is to minimize the objective function (2.1b) subject
to the constraints in (2.1a) [9]. For completeness, we can write the problem discussed
so far as problem (2.1):
minimize
O = x12 + x13 + x23 + 2x132 + 2x123 + 2x213
subject to:
x12 + x132 = 5
x13 + x123 = 7
x23 + x213 = 8
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x12 + x123 + x213 ≤ 10
x13 + x132 + x213 ≤ 10
x23 + x132 + x123 ≤ 15
x12, x13, x23, x123, x132, x213 ≥ 0.
Problems like (2.1) is a particular type of "multi-commodity network flow problem
[9]" since there are more than one demand which need to be routed simultaneously
and compete for network resources like link cpacity in this situation. As seen in
many optimization issues, this expression is well known as linear programming
problem due to the linearity of the constraints and the objective function.
What is still needed in problem (2.1) is to find out the optimum solution i.e.,
feasible values of x. Obviously, the optimum solution is fairly easy to find without
any professional or specific tools; simply route everything on the direct path since
the cost is twice routing on a two-link path. As a result, the final solution is:
x12 = 5 x13 = 7 x23 = 8,
while other flow variables have a value of 0. The minimum routing cost O is O = 20.
This solution is optimal and feasible as well since it satisfies all the constraints.
Moreover, this optimal solution is unique in this case.
However, it is not always so easy to solve. A small variation can be made to
the above problem [9]. Suppose that the routing cost of a unit of flow is twice as
expensive to route on a direct path compared to a multiple-link path. The new
objective function is:
O∗ = 2x12 + 2x13 + 2x23 + x132 + x123 + x213.
Apparently, we can use the similar method in the previous example that simply
route all the traffic through indirect paths. Unfortunately, the capacity constraints
will not be met. But this does not mean there is no suitable values of x. Note that
in the revised problem, the objective function is the only thing that is changed,
not the constraints. Thus, the optimal solution obtained in problem (2.1) is still
a feasible solution but not the optimal one. In fact, the optimal solution for the
revised problem is somewhere between the former solution and the situation when
all demand volumes are routed through the cheaper path (multiple-link path in the
new problem). Here we will only give the results of it without showing how to solve:
x12 = 0, x13 = 1, x23 = 4, x132 = 5, x123 = 6, x213 = 4
and the optimal solution is O∗ = 25.
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So far, some very basic knowledge about network flow problem has been discussed.
In order to understand multi-commodity network problem better, two important
lessons [9] can be learned from the above discussion: one is that chaging the objective
function can influence the optimal solution and the method of finding it; the other
is that the goal of a particular network should be carefully considered otherwise the
final optimal solution can be meaningless.
2.2 Notations of NFP
In this section, a different, brief and more efficient notation will be introduced (see
pp.45, in [9]). The introduction is fairly necessary since in the practical problem
considered in the rest of this paper will utilize this new notation. In section 2.1,
we have used a notation reffered to as "node-identifier-based notation [9]" in three-
node network but it has several drawbacks. Firstly, not all nodes will make a
pair with the other nodes, i.e., some pairs may have no demand. Secondly, many
intermediate nodes can be contained in one path. Lastly, the length of the indices
of flow variables will be different. To illustrate, imagine we have a network with
say 100 nodes among which there is no demand between node 4 and node 10 and
other pairs. In this case, it is necessary to indicate in the model representation
that these pairs do not have any demand requirement. Using "node-identifier-based
notation [9]", these pairs need to be explicitly listed, for instance, we have demand
hmn except h410 (<m,n>=<4,10>) and so on. Another problem is about the link
representation. For example, if there is no connection between node 3 and node
7, then not only is the link capacity c37 = 0 but the link 3-7 does not need to be
represented at all. In addition, as the network gets more complicated, there will be
many routes between two nodes and each path will probably have multiple hops.
To avoid these inconveniences, this section will introduce a new notation, ref-
fered to as "link-demand-path-identifier-based notation [9]". It has some obvious
advantages [9]:
• compact and only necessary objects are included
• more convenient to capture and formulate NFP
• allows to make algebraical manipulations on particular problems
In the following content, it will explain how this notation works. First of all, the
demand representation. Basically, only the demand pairs that have non-negative
demand volume are assigned labels from 1 to the total number of such demands
[9]. Thus those nodes with no demand are not listed. Still consider the network
example in section 2.1; if we reformulate it using the above notation, the demand
can be expressed as:
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demand pair <1, 2>⇐⇒ 1
demand pair <1, 3>⇐⇒ 2
demand pair <2, 3>⇐⇒ 3.
Similarly, links existing in the network can be shown with indices from 1 to the total
number:
link 1-2 ⇐⇒ 1
link 1-3 ⇐⇒ 2
link 2-3 ⇐⇒ 3.
In general, we will use D and d to denote the total number of demands and labels
of them respectively; E and e for the number of links and their labels. For example,
still the three-node example, D = 3, d = 1, 2, 3; E = 3, e = 1, 2, 3.
With the above knowledge, we will have the folloing mapping for demand volumes
and link capacities in problem in section 2.1:
h12 ⇐⇒ h1 h13 ⇐⇒ h2 h23 ⇐⇒ h3
c12 ⇐⇒ c1 c13 ⇐⇒ c2 c23 ⇐⇒ c3.
After successfully transfering the demand pairs and the links to the new notation,
the identifiers for paths need to be discussed. The principle is simple. Now that we
have demand pair identifier, this can be used as the first subscript of a path variable
and then the second subscript will be the label of the path for that individual
demand. To illustrate, Pd can be noted as the total number of paths for demand d
and the paths are idexed with p which is numbered from 1 to the total number of
paths for that demand. For instance, demand <2,3> with label d = 3 has P3 = 2
candidate paths: 2-3 and 2-1-3 and p = 1, 2 labeling these two paths respectively.
So far, we can re-write the flow variables like this:
x12 ⇐⇒ x11, x132 ⇐⇒ x12
x13 ⇐⇒ x21, x123 ⇐⇒ x22
x23 ⇐⇒ x31, x213 ⇐⇒ x32.
Hence, with the above background, the linear programming problem in section
2.1 can be reformulate using the new notation:
minimize
O = x11 + x21 + x31 + 2x12 + 2x22 + 2x32
subject to:
x11 + x12 = h1
x21 + x22 = h2
x31 + x32 = h3
x11 + x22 + x32 ≤ c1
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x21 + x12 + x32 ≤ c2
x31 + x12 + x22 ≤ c3
x11, x21, x31, x22, x12, x32 ≥ 0.
It can be noted that both formulations represent the same problem except that
they used different notations, whether it is node-identifier based or link-demand-
path-identifier based.
2.3 The Appropriateness of NFP
This section is basically a summary of network flow problem. NFP can be used in
many network design problems. Simply put, if given the required demand volume,
a network provider wants to determine how much resources is needed and how to
allocate them economically within particular set of flow/routing constraints. This
is widely known as uncapacitated design [9]. In contrast, once the capacity of links
are given as well as the demand volume, the problem changes to distribute flows
on various differen paths so that the given network goal can be optimized as much
as possible and even without any objective, feasibility of a network is still what a
provider needs to face. This is called capacitated design [9]. Capacitated problems
usually occurs in short-term network design when capacity is not able to be added to
the network, while uncapacitated problems are faced in long-term network planning.
Most of these problems can be formulated as a classic multicommodity flow prob-
lem which is discussed in section 2.1. As will be seen in the remaining of this thesis,
it is very useful and effective to formulate multi-layer cellular network as a capaci-
tated problem with flexible paths. In the next section, it will introduce a network
design problem—fair networks, which is the primary criterion adopted in the future
practical system of this thesis.
2.4 Fair Networks
The new internet architecture has led to a rise of interest in designing bandwidth
sharing algorithms. The objective of the algorithms is to realize high bandwidth
utilization rate and at the same time maintain fairness, such as Max-min Fairness
(MMF) and Proportional Fairness (PF) we are going to introduce.
This section consists of two parts. Firstly, the notion of fair networks; secondly,
max-min fairness criterion.
2.4.1 Notion of Fair Networks
Fair networks are networks that have elastic demand. Here, "elastic" means that
every demand can consume any amount (probably within a predefined bounds) of
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resources or bandwidth assigned to its paths [9]. For example, a network that has
demands creating elastic traffic can adopt to any bandwidth currently assigned to
it. There are a number of ways to define fairness but one intuitive explanation is
that every network demand is treated fairly.
Under the condition that the capacities of links are not exhausted, fair networks
problem is, in general, how and how much to assign demand volume to every demand
in this context. Recall the previous three-node network example where the constraint
functions only have capacity restriction but no specific value for demand volume i.e.,
hd. This means that the demand constraint needs to be met within some bounds.
A common knowledge of a solution is to assign the minimum value of the bound to
the demand if the capacity limits are still satisfied; if even the lower bound can not
satisfy the capacity constraints, there is no feasible solution at all. Afterwards, we
certainly want to make the demand pairs carry traffic more than the lower bound in
order to maintain some certain level of fairness among different demands. [10][12]
A question comes up: how to assign demand volumes in a relatively fair method?
Moreover, how the throughput of the whole network is affected is also of great
interest. So far, the most well known method to realize fairness is Max-Min Fairness
(MMF) [9]. Usually, the very first step of MMF is to assign "the same maximal
volume to all demands [9]" To explain this point, consider a network with three
nodes, D = 3 demands and E = 2 links in Figure 2.2 [9] and meanwhile assume
that the link capacities are c1 = c2 = 1.5. Apparently, all demands have only one
path. Based on the principle of MMF, after the first step the flow assigned to each
demand is x11 = x21 = x31 = 0.75 and in fact, there is no more steps since this is
the maximal flow that can be allocated to each demand otherwise the link would
be exhausted. However, if we increase c2 to 2 then after the first assignment, there
is still 0.5 available on e2. In this case, only d2 can use the extra 0.5 (because if d3
uses that, the capacity of e1 will be exceeded) increasing its total volume to 1.25.
Via this simple instance, we can obtain a rough procedure of MMF allocation:
• allocate the same maximum volume to demands, assuring that the minimal
assignment is maximized.
• if after the first step, there is still free capacity on some links, continue the
above process.
From users’ point of view, this solution seems to be perfect. However, if the
objective was to optimize the total throughput of the network, we can achieve a
throughput of 3 by a very unfair allocation where x11 = x21 = 1.5, x31 = 0. With
MMF, the throughput is 2.25. Thus, it can be observed that what is good for the
network may not be necessarily good for individual users and vice versa. Propor-
tional Fairness (PF) solution [9] is a compromise between throughput maximization
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Figure 2.2: Example for illustration of MMF [9]
and MMF solution. Basically, PF changes the goal to maximize the sum of loga-
rithms of the flows assigned to demand i.e., log x11 + log x21 + log x31. With basic
mathematical knowledge, it is not difficult to understand the rational behind PF:
firstly, it does not allow to assign 0 volume to demands; secondly, it makes it less
beneficial to assign too much volume (think about the property of logarithm func-
tion). The final solution of proportional fairness is x11 = x21 = 1, x31 = 0.5 where
the flow using two links (long flow) x31 is smaller than the flow with only one link
(short flow) x11 and x21 and the total throughput with PF solution is 2.5, which is
a bit larger than that of MMF.
In summary, to compare both fairness criteria: in terms of throughput, PF does
better than MMF by favoring the short flow thereby leading to a less fair solution,
whereas from the users’ aspect, MMF is relatively fair at the expense of throughput.
In order to give a deeper insight of MMF, the next subsection will briefly introduce
an algorithm of MMF criterion for fixed paths.
2.4.2 Max-Min Fairness for Fixed Paths
In general, there are three elastic traffic (see next subsection) optimization: i) fixed
paths, ii) pre-defined paths, iii) free paths. For fixed paths, a single path is defined
between source and destination (O-D pair) and the task is to allocate bandwidth
assigned to each demand. In pre-defined paths case, a set of available paths can be
potentially used to realize the flow demand of each pair. Then the task is not only
to determine the bandwidth allocation but also to figure out the specific paths that
are used. In free paths case, both the bandwidth and the routes used are determined
simultaneously.
In this subsection, only the solutioin of MMF for fixed paths will be discussed,
although MMF can also effectively solve problems with capacitated flexible paths.
In this situation, every demand is assigned with one single path which means Pd ≡ 1
for each demand d. As has been introduced, the objective is to maximize the
minimum of bandwidth allocations xd, d = 1, 2, . . . , D subject to capacity and
satisfying non-negativity constraints. Formally, let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xD) be the
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allocation vector sorted in non-decreasing order. x is the max-min allocation as
long as it is lexicographically maximal among all allocation vectors sorted in non-
decreasing order. The definition of "lexicographically maximal" is that a n-vector
m = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn) sorted in non-decreasing order (m1 ≤ m2 ≤ · · · ≤ mn) is
lexicographically greater than another n-vector k = (k1, k2, . . . , kn) sorted in non-
decreasing order if there is an index t, 0 ≤ t ≤ n meeting: mj = kj, j = 1, 2, . . . , t
and mt > kt [9][12]. For example, vector (3, 4, 8) is greater than (3, 3, 9) (t = 2) and
vector (4, 4, 4) is greater than (2, 20, 50) (t = 1). In other words, the allocation is
max-min optimal when there is no way to increase the allocation for some demand i
at the expense of other demands with greater allocation. In addition, it can also be
deduced that there exists at least one saturated link e which belongs to the route
realizing a demand d, i.e.,
∑
d ηedxd = ce exists.
The formulation of the above problem considered previously is as follows:
indices d ∈ 1, 2, . . . , D demands, e ∈ 1, 2, . . . , E links
constant ηed, 1 if e belongs to the path of demand d; 0 if not
constant ce, capacity of link e
variable xd, flow variable of d and x = (x1, x2, . . . , xD)
objective find the lexicographically maximal vector x
constraint
∑
d ηedxd ≤ ce
constraint x>0
According to the above analysis and background, the following algorithm can be
used to find the max-min fair allocation x for fixed paths problem.
Algorithm 2.4.2
1. let x = 0.
2. ∆ := min [ce/
∑
d ηed : e ∈ 1, 2, . . . , E]
3. set the following
ce := ce −∆ (
∑
d ηed) , e ∈ 1, 2, . . . , E
x := x + ∆, d ∈ 1, 2, . . . , D
do the following steps:
• Remove all links with ce = 0.
• Remove all paths and demands that use the removed link e.
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4. repeat step 1 until there is no demand remaining.
So far, the fair network problem has been well illustrated. It is worth mentioning
that there is another fairness criterion called relative fairness (RF) [12]. It is just a
special case of MMF—a weighted situation of MMF i.e., the elastic traffic is bounded
(for further reading, see [12]).
Fairness, again, is of great significance in this thesis since it is the fundamental
theory of the bandwidth allocation task we will solve in what follows.
15
3. FORMULATION AND SOLUTION OF
HETEROGENEOUS NETWORK SYSTEMS
This chapter is the core content of the thesis and is divided into three sections.
In section 3.1, the very detailed introduction to our particular problem, resource
allocation among subscribers in heterogeneous network system, will be shown, in-
cluding the notions and mathematical formulations. The corresponding solution to
the problem is in section 3.2, where we will illustrate two algorithms, a basic one
and a simplified one. The last section of this chapter gives out some details of the
implementation tool—AMPL for solving the problem.
3.1 NFP Formulation of Our Problem
The following content includes two parts. First, we will describe our problem more
specifically and then the NFP formulation of our studied system will be illustrated.
3.1.1 System Description
In the introduction part, Figure 1.1 has briefly shown what our system looks like.
In order to make the system more intuitionistic, the general system of interest is
shown in Figure 3.1.
Macro-LTE base station
As shown in Figure 3.1, a single macro-LTE basestation is located in the center
of its coverage area. We assume that a single omnidirectional antenna does not
aect the problem statement, although many antennas associated with a basestation
are covering their segments. An aggregate rate C0 is provided by the macro sta-
tion to all potential users within this circle. By assumption, neither the position of
subscribers nor the propagation environment can affect the expected obtained rate.
Besides, we assume that all subscribers are treated fairly by the basestation, i.e., for
N0 subscribers, each will get a rate of C0/N0.
WLAN base stations
Surrounding the macro-LTE station, a number of IEEE based wireless local area
networks (WLAN), say Mw, are marked as wfBS in Figure 3.1. The positions of
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Figure 3.1: An illustration of multiaccess cellular systems
them are random but supposed to be known to the macro-LTE station and each
wfBS provides a rate of Ci, i = 1, 2, . . . ,Mw. Assume that between wfBSs using the
same channel there is no significant overlapping and these BSs are well planned. In
fact, in the reality the above assumption is not inherently restrictive since channel
selection is usually completed in a guided way or there is some built-in algorithm
helping wfBS to choose the best possible channel in a certain area. Furthermore,
there could be some situations where some subscribers are located on the boundary
between two wfBSs, which will be addressed explicitly in the practical implemen-
tation of the system. Similarly, all wfBSs provide equal rate to the subscribers
connected to them.
Micro-LTE base stations
Besides the above two types of stations, there areMl, randomly distributed micro-
LTE stations serving some internal areas, providing a capacity unit of Ci, i =
1, 2, . . . ,Ml to all their subscribers and certainly, their positions are also clear to
macro-LTE. All micro-LTE are perfectly provisioned indicating that no interference
exists between them and with macro-LTE. Further, if two of them are serving the
same area, they are supposed to use different frequencies.
Subscribers, connectivity, tasks
There are, for example, N subscribers in total in the coverage of macro-LTE.
They can be considered as traffic demands and all the demands are elastic with
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Figure 3.2: An abstract view of the system
minimum or maximum requirements of the final bandwidth or rate allocation. Re-
call that elastic traffic is the one occupying all the available resources provided to
it. Depending on the subscribers’ positions, available interfaces of terminals and
locations of stations, these demands can be associated with 1) macro-LTE BS 2)
none, one or more micro-LTE BSs 3) none one or more wfBSs. Generally speaking,
the N subscribers is comprised of what follows:
• N0 that can connect to macro-LTE stations only
• Niw that can be served only by WLAN stations
• Nil that can be connected to micro-LTE stations only
• Niwl that can connect to both micro-LTE and wfBS
• NiA that can use services from all three types of BSs
Overall, N = N0 +Niw +Nil +Niwl +NiA.
Note that it is assumed that every subscriber’s position is well known to the
macro-LTE so that particular control information can be provided to subscribers, as
to which air interface they should currently be connected to. All users are supposed
to be able to connect to any wireless interface if they reside in their coverage area.
Figure 3.2 is an abstract view of the same network with the one in Figure 3.1. 15
subscribers and 3 layers of access networks, in particular, 3 micro-LTE stations and
6 wifi stations.
Additionally, an aggregation node marked by 10 is also introduced. In fact, this
node may exist in reality if all the equipments are provided by a single operator.
In our system, it will help to define an abstracted formulation later. Some links
between end nodes and base stations may not exist depending on the terminals’
capability and locations of subscribers. The link rates between all the base stations
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in the area and the aggregator are those of corresponding access networks. The
capacity of links between end systems and BSs in this abstracted model should be
at least those provided by corresponding BSs. Finally, we see that within this model
there is no need for us to distinguish between micro-LTE BSs and wfBSs. The only
difference between them in our context is capacity which is explicitly taken into
account in our model.
So far, the system representationbe has been illustrated in detail. We will use
this model to apply those optimization methods within the context of capacitated
fair network design problem. In what follows, we will first develop a more specific
topology for the system and then formulate our problem in a mathematical way.
3.1.2 Formulation
This subsection will be describing a 3-layer system i.e., there are 3 base station
layers within the system. As the one considered previously, the base stations are not
necessarily micro-LTE or WLAN station; they can be pico or femto stations. As long
as the system has the above features, it can be formulated like what follows. Before
continuing the formulation, a simplified version of the system will be introduced.
Below, we will again introduce what entities are included in the system:
• N subscribers
• 3 base station layers
• N1 base stations at layer 1 (macro-LTE)
• N2 base stations at layer 2 (micro-LTE or wifi stations)
• N3 base stations at layer 3 (micro-LTE or wifi stations)
• in total, M = N1 +N2 +N3 BSs
• a physical aggregator
Besides, we have the following assumptions which are discussed in the last subsec-
tion.
• a subscriber may have access to one or several base stations at each layer
• traffic generated by a subscriber is greedy (full-buffer) and elastic
• the positions of subscribers are known
• rate obtained at layer 2 or layer 3 is independent on the distance to a BS
• rate of layer 1 depends on the distance to the BS
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Figure 3.3: A sample topology of four-user system
• no interference affects the performance
Note that the centralized resourse allocation module is integrated in layer 1 BS
equipments and the decision on allocation is determined when the new users come
into the system. A topology with four subscribers are shown in Figure 3.3 [4]. A user
may simultaneously utilize multiple wireless interfaces, which is our concern, namely
bifurcated resource allocation. It is also the reason why we need an aggregator.
By analyzing the topology above, it is concluded that defining the link rate be-
tween users and BSs is not possible since they are actually shared links. Further,
the system is redundant because the capacity of the link connecting a BS and the
aggregator should be equal or greater than that offered by the BS. For instance,
c12 ≥ c6, c13 ≥ c7 + c9, c14 ≥ c6 + c8, and so on. The links like e12, e14 and e13
bring no constraint and are redundant. Therefore, if we remove them, a simplified
topology can be generated.
Simplified model
Figure 3.4 is the simplified topology in which the redundant links are removed.
Node 1 is added to be a logical aggregator while node 2 is the physical aggregator,
node 10 in Figure 3.3. Although the possible paths between origin (O) and desti-
nation (D) are not immediately deifned, we can still clearly identify the routes by
providing it with the set of possible paths between these O-D pairs. However, it is
still very difficult to explicitly determine the rates of the links e = 1, 2, . . . , N to
node 1 since they are basically subflows that realizes user demands.
To solve the rate representation problem, we develop the final topology of this
model, shown in Figure 3.5. All demands are within the logical node 1 and phys-
ical node 2 and the number of links is the same as the number of base stations,
in our case M = N1 + N2 + N3, while their capacities equals to that of the corre-
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Figure 3.4: A sample topology of four-user system
Figure 3.5: Final model of the topology
sponding base stations. Further, some of the links are shared by multiple demands
but not all of them. Paths for the demands are clear to us and flows that must be
realized to meet the subscribers’ demands are unambiguously defined by these paths.
Formulation
As we have seen, there are two nodes, logical and physical aggregators, in the
system. What connects them are E = N1 + N2 + N3 links where Ni is the number
of base stations at layer i and each layer has at least one user associated with. Due
to the fact that the distance between subscribers and base stations has no effect on
the resource provided, link rates correspond to that supplied by the base stations
only. Recall that we are interested in finding a bifurcated or split solution.
The formulation starts from the N demands that need to be realized between the
two aggregators. The notation method introduced in chapter 2 will be utilized in
our formulation. If the demands are marked with d = 1, 2, . . . , N , then the demands
volumes are represented as:
hd, d ∈ 1, 2, . . . , N (3.1)
and they are to be determined (unknown in advance) with the assumption that the
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traffic is elastic and greedy.
Let Γd be the set of paths for demand d,
Γd = {Pd1, Pd2, . . . , Pdpd} (3.2)
pd is the number of available paths of demand d i.e., in our case the number of base
stations a demand is associated with. The subsets Pdpd consist of exactly one link
which connects the logical aggregator and physical aggregator in our topology. For
example, if demand 4 is in the coverage of macro-LTE, wifi station and micro-LTE
station, then it has three paths to realize its demand requirement, which are 1, 2,
3 representing macro-LTE, wifi station and micro-LTE respectively. Therefore, its
paths set is then Γ4 = {P41, P42, P43} where P41 = {1}, P42 = {2} and P43 = {3}.
The flow variables, the amount of flow assigned to demand d is denoted as
xdp, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , pd} (3.3)
Thus we get the demand constraints which are
pd∑
p=1
xdp = hd, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} (3.4)
where, as mentioned above, hd is the demand volume to be obtained. This constraint
indicates that the demand volume hd of a demand d is realized via assigning flow to
the available paths p = 1, 2, . . . , pd for this demand.
Further, in subsection 2.4.2 when we introduced MMF fairness criterion, a vari-
able ηed was used to represent whether or not a link e belongs to a path of a demand.
Similarly, we will again develop a link-path-incidence variable δedp to help the for-
mulation.
δedp =
1 e
⋂
Pdp = e,
0 otherwise.
(3.5)
If a link e belongs to the path Pdp of demand d, δedp = 1. With δedp, the capacity
constraint is written as:
N∑
d=1
pd∑
p=1
δedpxdp = ce, e ∈ {1, 2, . . . , E} (3.6)
In equation (3.6), ce is the capacity of links connecting two aggregators. In
reality, it can be the link rates corresponding to the aggregate rate of respective
base stations. An implication can be observed from these constraints that no link
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will be overloaded by the demands which are using it in the network. As the task
has been stated as capacitated problem, we use equalities in the capacity constraint
instead of inequalities as in the previous sections.
In the section of Fair Networks we mentioned that the objective of max-min
fairness criterion is to find a lexicographically maximal vector ~x. The optimization
task of our problem is to lexicographically maximize the demand volume variable
vector h = (h1, h2, . . . , hN) sorted in non-decreasing order so that both (3.4) and
(3.6) are satisfied and xdp are continuous and non-negative. From the optimization
point of view, the problem is classified as a typical linear programming (LP) problem.
In summary, the formulation for our problem is
indices d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}
p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , pd}
e ∈ {1, 2, . . . , E}
constants δedp = 1 if e belongs to the path p of demand d; 0 otherwise.
ce link capacity
variables xdp flow assigned to path p of demand d; otherwise, it equals
to 0
hd total bandwidth allocated to demand d, h = (h1, h2, . . . , hN)
objective to lexicographically maximize the demand volume variable
vector h = (h1, h2, . . . , hN) sorted in non-decreasing order
constraints
∑pd
p=1 xdp = hd, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}∑N
d=1
∑pd
p=1 δedpxdp = ce, e ∈ {1, 2, . . . , E}
all xdp ≥ 0
3.2 Solution Algorithm
Having successfully formulated the 3-layer cellular network problem, we now focus on
the solution algorithm. Recall that in subsection 2.4.2 we introduced algorithm 2.4.2
for solving fixed single-path problem. However, the solution will be substantially
more complicated although it is an extension of solution 2.4.2. It will contain an
iteration of algorithm 2.4.2, interlaced with checking which demand allocation hd can
be further increased. As opposed to the unique result of fixed single-path problem,
the problem at hand may have multiple solutions.
The extended problem (3.2.1) is as follows:
maximize : ∆
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subject to:
pd∑
p=1
xdp = hd, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} (3.7)
∆− hd ≤ 0 (3.8)
N∑
d=1
pd∑
p=1
δedpxdp = ce, e ∈ {1, 2, . . . , E} (3.9)
all xdp ≥ 0, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , pd} (3.10)
Initially, we need to perform "water-filling" to detect the maximal allocation that
can be assigned to the demands. It can be obtained by solving problem (3.2.1). In
the remaining of this section, two algorithms will be illustrated. Both algorithms
are based on the well-known non-blocking test for checking whether there is still
hd which can be increased. The efficiencies of the algorithms depend highly on the
non-blocking test (NBT). Basically, what we will conclude next is that algorithm
(3.2.1) with NBT1 is less efficient and more complex than algorithm (3.2.2) but
still worth introducing as it is the fundamental principle for solving capacitated
flow problem, whereas algorithm (3.2.2) using NBT3 is based on dual variables of
particular constraints. And meanwhile, in fact, it is also the algorithm we use in the
implementation procedure since from the implementation point of view, it is more
convenient and easy to be implemented (refer to pp.319 and pp.321 of book [9] for
more details about the two algorithms).
In the following, we will give our detailed illustrations of two feasible algorithms
and compare them meanwhile.
Algorithm 3.2.1
Step 1: Let (∆∗,x∗,h∗) be the optimal solution to (3.2.1). Set Z0 :=
∅, Z1 := {1, 2, . . . , N}, ∆d := ∆∗ for each d ∈ Z1.
Step 2: Perform the NBT1: consider each d ∈ Z1 to check whether
the total allocation hd can be made bigger than ∆∗ without
making any decrease to the allocation of other demands d′.
If there is no blocking demand d (hd can be further increased
meaning that demand d is not blocking), then go to Step
3. When the first blocking demand d is detected, delete it
from Z1 and put it into Z0. If set Z1 becomes ∅, then stop
and h = (h1, h2, . . . , hd) is the optimal solution or allocation
vector; else go to Step 3. Note that Z0 is basically the set
of blocking demands.
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Step 3: Solving the following linear programming prblem:
maximize: ∆
subject to:
pd∑
p=1
xdp = hd, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} (3.11)
∆− hd ≤ 0, d ∈ Z1 (3.12)
∆d − hd ≤ 0, d ∈ Z0 (3.13)∑
d
∑
p
δedpxdp ≤ ce, e ∈ {1, 2, . . . , E} (3.14)
all xdp ≥ 0, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , pd} (3.15)
Step 4: By solving the above LP problem, we get a new optimal
solution (∆∗,x∗,h∗). Again, put ∆d := ∆∗ for d ∈ Z1 and
repeat Step 1.
In Step 2 the so-called NBT1 is to solve the following LP problem for each
d ∈ Z1:
maximize: hd
subject to: ∑
p
xd∗p = hd∗ , d
∗ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}
∆d∗ − hd∗ ≤ 0, d∗ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}∑
d∗
∑
p
δed∗pxd∗p ≤ ce, e ∈ {1, 2, . . . , E}
allxd∗p ≥ 0.
A positive outcome of NBT1 means that demand d is not blocking if the optimal
solution hd is strictly greater that ∆∗ [9]. Otherwise, the demand d considered is
to be blocking and its allocation cannot be increased further. Besides, it is obvious
that the calculation starts by using the results obtained from Step 1 and Step 3.
However, if we are dealing with networks with a great number of nodes or de-
mands, the non-blocking test can be rather time-consuming and inefficient. This is
one reason why we choose algorithm (3.2.2) (see below) as the feasible one. Another
reason is that it can be complicated to code algorithm (3.2.1) compared to algorithm
(3.2.2) because there are two linear programming problems, making the practical
coding work more complex than it should be.
As mentioned above, NBT3 is the most efficient algorithm based on duality of
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constraints. To illustrate, let the vector ~γ = (γ1, γ2, . . . , γN) be the optimal dual
variables of equation (3.8) or the vector ~γ = (γd : d ∈ Z1) corresponding to con-
straint (3.12). According to the dual theory, if the dual variable of problem (3.2.1)
satisfies γd > 0 then the corresponding demand d is blocking meaning that its total
bandwidth allocation hd cannot be increased any more. Based on this property, it
can be used in Step 2 of Algorithm (3.2.1), thereby generating Algorithm (3.2.2).
Hence, γd > 0 implies that d is blocking, i.e., d ∈ Z0 after the first execution of
Step 2, while γd = 0 does not generally indicate d is non-blocking. [4;9;12]
The modification of Algorithm (3.2.1), reffered to as Algorithm (3.2.2) is:
Algorithm 3.2.2
Step 1: Set Z0 := ∅, Z1 := {1, 2, . . . , N}, ∆d := 0 for all deamnds
Step 2: Solve the LP problem below:
maximize: ∆
subject to:
pd∑
p=1
xdp = hd, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} (3.16)
∆− hd ≤ 0, d ∈ Z1 (3.17)
∆d − hd ≤ 0, d ∈ Z0 (3.18)∑
d
∑
p
δedpxdp ≤ ce, e ∈ {1, 2, . . . , E} (3.19)
all xdp ≥ 0 (3.20)
Let ∆∗ and γd be the optimal solution and dual variables
corresponding to (3.17) respectively.
Step 3: Put ∆d = ∆∗ for each d ∈ Z1. Then let Z0 := Z0
⋃{d ∈
Z1 : γd > 0} and Z1 := {d ∈ Z1 : γd = 0}. If set Z1 becomes
empty, stop and h = (h1, h2, . . . , hd) = (∆1,∆2, . . . ,∆d) is
the final optimal solution; otherwise, go to step 2.
Remark: If ∆∗ obtained in step 2 is strictly larger than that from the previous
iterations, then all demands in set Z1 is non-blocking; else, probably one or more d
should be blocking and ∆∗ cannot be increased. Another important observation is
that there will be at least one γd > 0 among the newly obtained dual variables γd.
The reason is because of the property of dual variables corresponding to (3.17) that∑
d∈Z1 γd = 1 and γd ≥ 0 for d ∈ Z1 [9].
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In comparison, Algorithm (3.2.2) is much more brief than Algorithm (3.2.1) due
to using dual variables. We will not prove the rationality of it in this thesis but it
can be found in section 13.1.2 in [9]. The reader will observe in the next section
that Algorithm (3.2.2) is much more efficient and powerful in our adopted solving
tool AMPL and even for larger networks with thousands of demands, it will work
perfectly quickly since it has less time consumed in non-blocking test. In addition,
we only need to solve one LP problem compared to two such problems in Algorithm
(3.2.1), which also dramatically reduces the coding complexity in AMPL. Further-
more, it is known that the maximum iterations needed to achieve the final solution
equals to the number of BSs in our case.
3.3 AMPL As a Solving Tool
This section mainly introduces the tool/software we are using for solving the above
linear programming problems —AMPL. AMPL is a modeling language for math-
ematical programming developed by Robert Fourer, David M. Gay, and Brian W.
Kernighan at AT&T Bell Laboratories [11]. In order to make the readers fully un-
derstand the implementation of our model in AMPL, it is necessary to have an
introduction to what this language is and how it is executed. The first subsection
will fulfil this task. After introducing this background, we will show how to use
AMPL to solve Max-Min fair allocation problem in the heterogeneous network with
three-tier topology.
3.3.1 Background of Mathematical Programming
AMPL as a modeling language was invented to help people use computers to solve
mathematical programming models. The subject "mathematical programming" is
to optimize a function with many variables subject to one or more contraints. As
the objective behind the design of AMPL, it is necessary to briefly explain the
background and development of mathematical programming problems.
Mathematical programming
The terminology programming was used to describe the schedule of activities. The
programmers found that it is feasible to represent the amount of activity as a vari-
able to be determined. The inherent restrictions can be mathematically described as
a set of equalities or inequalities related to the variables called constraints. Then a
solution satisfies all these constraints is considered as a appropriate plan. However,
it turns out that for a complex operation, only specifying constraints is not enough
to model them: if there are too few constraints, many solution exist; it there are too
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many, no solution can be found in the worst case. Thus, the success of program-
ming also depends on an objective in addition to constraints. An objective function
regarding to variables is basically used to decide which one is the best among all
those feasible solutions. For example, the network flow example in chapter 2 may
have quite a few feasible solutions but the optimal one that satisfies the objective
"minimize the total routing cost" is unique. So far, mathematical programming
mainly describes the problems with the objectves of many variables to minimize or
maximize something subject to constraints on variables. [11]
A typical case of mathematical programming is: that in which the objective is
a linear function and the constraints are linear equalities and inequalities. Such
problems are called linear prgram and solving process is called linear programming.
This is what we have mentioned many times in the previous chapters and sections
and recall that in particular, the problem we are dealing with is a linear programming
problem. The concept of linear programming is of great significance because various
of mathematical problems can be modeled as a linear program and there are many
fast and reliable means to solve linear programming problems and besides, its idea is
also helpful to analyse and solve other mathematical programs that are non-linear.
[11]
Like all other programming language, solving linear programs also needs a com-
puter. This is why most of the researches on linear programming were developed
since the late 1940’s when computer science was available for scientific computing.
The first and most well-known computational method was called simplex algorithm
developed in 1947. Although linear programming is widely applied, the linearity
assumption may not be realistic. In case that some functions of variables are non-
linear, these problems are called non-linear program. Solving these problems is much
more difficult and researchers have been studying them for over two centuries but
the computational methods were only developed in recent years. Thus, to distin-
guish from the traditional optimization topics in mathematics field, mathematical
programming is also known as "large scale optimization [11]". The subject of linear
programming can also be broken down. When some variables must be numbers
or integral values, the problem is called integer programming. Again, these prob-
lems become much trickier but with the more advanced tools developed and faster
computers, large integer programs are getting increasingly tractable.[11]
3.3.2 Introduction to AMPL Development Environment and
Language Basics
Traditional mathematical programming problems are not like other computer pro-
gramming problems that only require to run some algorithm and print out the
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solution. The basic procedures are like this:
• Formulate a model—an abstract system of variables, constraints, objective
functions.
• Specify data as the instance of the problems.
• Create a specific objective function and constraint equations.
• Solve the established problem by running a solver, to apply the algorithm
finding the best solution.
• Analyze the results
• Redefine the data and model and repeat if necessary
Things can be more straightforward if we could handle mathematical prgramming
like what a solver does. However, the reality is that the way a human understand
a problem is very different from the form a solver works with it. That is why
a modeling language comes up. A modeling language is developed to express a
modeler’s form of modeling a problem in a computer recognized way so that it can be
directly input to the system. After this, it is the computer’s job to perform the phase
of translation to the algorithm’s form. Modeling languages make mathematical
programming more efficient and reliable and in particular, make it easier to build
new models and documentation of original models. [11]
AMPL is a type of modeling language and especially it is an algebraic modeling
language that uses classical mathematical notation to represent objective and con-
straint functions, providing computer-readable notations. AMPL is famous for its
similarity of arithmetic expressions and ordinary algebraic notation and expression
of its sets and subscripts. It also offers an interactive environment. A user can
switch between various solvers so the performance can be improved and once the
optimal solution is found, people can view and analyze it in a modeler’s way. [11]
Figure 3.6 shows a General environment interface of AMPL software. As we can
see, on the right of the interface, users can edit AMPL files like .mod, .dat, .run and
so on. In the middle of it, it is the command area where a user input corresponding
commands so that the software can load model and data files to its system and
after receiving the command solve, it starts to apply the internal algorithm for
this linear program, MINOS solver in this figure. Since this modeling language and
software may not be familiar to some readers and in order to make our formulated
problem understandable, in what follows we have an concise explanation to the
critical components of AMPL.
A linear programming example model in algebraic form
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Figure 3.6: General environment interface of AMPL software
Let’s take into account a product problem [11]. Since the problem has a few products
and a few constraints, it is hard to illustrate with pictures and if it changes frequently,
it is also hard to update. So first we need to use a compact description for the
particular problem, which we call a model with algebraic notations for objectives
and constraints. A typical linear programming model is like this:
What is given: P , a set of products
aj, how many tons per hour of product j (j ∈ P )
b, hours available at the production line
cj, profit of product j per ton (j ∈ P )
uj, maximal tons of product j (j ∈ P )
Variables: Xj, amount of product j to be produced
Objective: Maximize the profit:
∑
j∈P cjXj
Constraints:
∑
j∈P
Xj
aj
≤ b
0 ≤ Xj ≤ dj, for every j ∈ P
The above model has described thousands number of the related optimization
problem. If the model are provided with specific data, it becomes a individual
problem; each different collection of data will make a different instance of model.
With the ability to describe long linear programs with a short model, it achieves
the compromise between brevity and comprehension and is easy to be converted to
a language computers are able to process. In fact, the most difficult task in a real
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situation is to model correctly and provide accurate data; for solving a problem, it
only depends on the solver and computing power.
A linear programming example model in AMPL
Intentionally, AMPL is a language that is as close to the algebraic form as it can
get while being easy to input through ordinary keyboard and be processed by a
computer. AMPL provides constructions for all the elements listed above: sets,
parameters, variables, constraints, objectives and methods to write arithmetic ex-
pressions: sums over a set and so forth. Now we will give out how the product
problem is represented in AMPL.
The keyword set declares a set: set P;. The member of P is provided in the
data file (see below).
Keyword param defines parameters like: param b;. It can also define a collection
of values indexed by a set. For example, aj, j ∈ P is expressed as param a {j in
P};. Similarly, cj, j ∈ P is param c {j in P} and uj, j ∈ P is param u {j in P}
respectively. AMPL uses square brackets to write subscripts in algebraic notationin:
aj ←→ a[j].
var X {j in P} names the variable Xj whose value is to be determined by the
solver.
The objective function is expressed as this:
maximize Total_Profit: sum {j in P} c[j]∗ X[j];
Total_Profit is only a name of the objective function and any name will work.
Lastly, the constraints are given by
subject to Time: sum {j in P} (1/a[j])∗ X[j] <= b;
subject to Limit {j in P}: 0 <= X[j] <= u[j];
Note here, {j in P} is indexing expression. This expression is of great importance
since it can not only be used in declaring parameters or variables but also in any
context where the algebraic model has something like any j ∈ P .
Additionally, the layout of AMPL is very free. Sets, variables and parameters
must be declared before they are in use, which is like many programming language.
A statement must be ended with semicolons and can be split for readability. Tra-
ditional mathematical notations have been adapted in AMPL. For instance, AMPL
uses in rather than ∈ for membership of a set and sum instead of∑ for summation.
Certainly, AMPL has a very precise grammar like many other computer languages
and there are many rules and skills when defining the components in models and
data but we will not explain the grammar too much. When we introduce the AMPL
model of our problem, some necessary grammar details will be illustrated.
Figure 3.7 and 3.8 are the model and data files of the above product problem.
Figure 3.9 shows the command window where the software loads prod.mod and
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Figure 3.7: Model file of product problem
Figure 3.8: Data file of product problem
prod.dat and solves the problem. It is worth to mention that a feature of AMPL
is that it can display any set, parameter and variable with command display.
This example is very helpful to understand the meanings of the elements of our
AMPL model. As mentioned above, in our case there will be more advanced uses
of AMPL language such as loops applied in commands so without this example, it
would be more difficult to catch.
3.3.3 AMPL Application in Solving 3-tier Heterogeneous Net-
work Problem
With the basic knowledge of AMPL language, we can now talk about how to use
AMPL to solve our concentrated network problem. In the begining of this chapter,
we illustrated the mathematical formulation of our network resource allocation prob-
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Figure 3.9: Command window
lem and together with the formulation, the solution algorithms were also introduced
in detail. Recall that we mentioned that the algorithm we adopted is Algorithm
(3.2.2) because of its convenience. First of all, the algebraic form will be elaborated.
• Building model file
We first focus on the LP problem in Algorithm (3.2.2):
maximize: ∆
subject to:
pd∑
p=1
xdp = hd, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}
∆− hd ≤ 0, d ∈ Z1
∆d − hd ≤ 0, d ∈ Z0∑
d
∑
p
δedpxdp ≤ ce, e ∈ {1, 2, . . . , E}
all xdp ≥ 0
Combined with the Algorithm (3.2.2), what needs to be done in an algebraic form
of this linear program is to list the elements required.
Given: Z1, the collection for non-blocking demands
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Z0, the set for blocking demands
(Both of the two sets are dynamic during the process of the
algorithm)
N, the number of subscribers
E, the number of links connecting two aggregators or the
number of base stations
ce, for each e ∈ {1, 2, . . . , E}, link capacity
δedp = 1, if e belongs to the path p of demand d; 0 otherwise.
Variables: xdp, flow variables assigned to demand d on path p
hd, total bandwidth allocation of demand d
∆, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , pd}
Other parameters: γd, dual variable constraint (3.17)
∆d, equals to 0 at first and ∆∗ after iterations
Objective: maximize ∆
Constraints:
∑pd
p=1 xdp = hd, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}
∆− hd ≤ 0, d ∈ Z1
∆d − hd ≤ 0, d ∈ Z0∑
d
∑
p δedpxdp ≤ ce, e ∈ {1, 2, . . . , E}
After appropriate translation to AMPL language like what was done in the previ-
ous product problem, we obtain the following form of our problem in AMPL software
(see figure 3.10).
Still, the unique readability feature of AMPL makes the layout assemble to what
a mathematical looks like. The basic declarations methods used in the product
linear program also appears in this case. We declared three sets: Z0, Z1, and Z2
among which Z2 has no actual meaning but is just a intermediate set for assignment.
The collection of demands {1, 2. . . . , N} and collection of links {1, 2, . . . , E} are de-
noted as set demand_nos := 1..D and set link_nos := 1..E. Besides, because
the limitation of keyboard, we use r instead of ∆ and t_d to replace ∆d. We will
illustrate this later in this section.
Parameters like D, E are defined a bit differently with the limitation to the
values(>0) and type (integer) of them. The point we did not introduce earlier is
a different indexing expression. For example, param t{demand_nos} means that
parameter t has subscripts indexed from set demand_nos. This works similarly to
link_capacity which is ce in mathematical mode.
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Figure 3.10: Model file of the 3 -layer network problem
Two very important elements are path_nos and Path. The declaration of these
two sets are collections of sets. To illustrate, path_nos {d in demand_nos} means
that for each member d of demand_nos there is to be a set path_nos[d]. In prac-
tice, it indicates the total number of paths (pd) of each demand d. Because each
demand has a different number of candidate paths, we have to use this technique
to distinguish. Similarly, for each demand d of demand_nos and p of path_nos[d]
there is a set Path[d,p], a subset of link_nos. The set is critical since the value of
parameter delta depends highly on it. As you can see that when declaring delta
(δedp), the much same principle is used too: param delta {e in link_nos,d in
demand_nos,p in path_nos[d]}.
There is no much to emphasize about the variable declarations if the above meth-
ods are fully understood. ∆, hd and xdp are defined as usual except that ∆ is now
r.
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From this relatively complicated model, it is obvious that AMPL has many re-
markable advantages. Firstly, its readability. People can easily understand what is
the meaning of each expression as long as one has some basic knowledge of algebra
or calculus. Secondly, AMPL provides very convenient and flexible indexing tech-
nique even for indexing over other sets. Futher, it also has some features of other
programming languages like condition statements making it possible to declare con-
stants that have multiple values.
• Data File
After the most important work—establishing model has been completed, we need a
file to specify data for the model so that a particular instance of the problem can be
defined. The statement of specifying data is different from the way to declare model
elements and sometimes it can be time-consuming and exhausting. One should also
be very careful while making data files especially for larger models because even
though a small mistake may lead to inappropriate results or even crash a program.
In fact, except for variables, all other sets and parameters need to be specified with
data.
For our model, we must assign data to the following components: three parame-
ters D, E and t; sets Z0,Z1,Z2,link_capacity,path_nos[d],Path[d,p]. The most
complicated part is to specify the data for path_nos[d] and Path[d,p]. For both
of them, we need to know how many available paths there is for each demand d and
for every path of d, which link is used and which is not. For simplification but not
losing generalization, we choose a model instance with 20 subscribers and 9 links
i.e., 9 base stations including 1 macro-LTE station, 4 wifi stations and 4 micro-LTE
stations. The distribution of subscribers is random. Here to explain how to specify
data, we randomly select one data file.
Figure 3.11 shows how to assign values to simple parameters and sets. Through
this, D and E are assigned with value 20 and 9 respectively. Sets Z0 and Z2 are initially
empty sets while set Z1 originally contains the whole demands whose number is 20.
Figure 3.11: Sample Data Statement
In Figure 3.12, a more complicated data specification method is shown. As we
know, link_capacity and t are both parameters indexed over sets. Thus, when
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assigning values to them, we need to make it clear that which value is for which
subscript. For the link capacity specification, the format is like that in the figure:
the left column points out the links and right column is the capacities of each link.
Parameter t[d] that is ∆d actually is also specified as above and its values are
originally 0.
Figure 3.12: Sample Data Statement
Figure 3.13 illustrates the specification of path_nos[d] and Path[d,p]. It is
noticeable that for demands like 1,2,. . . ,11, they have only 1 available path for
realizing their demands whereas the remaining 9 demands have 2 paths for each.
Then for specifying Path[d,p], we must assign the corresponding link for each path
of d. For example, demand 13 has two paths denoted as set path_nos[13]:=1 2;
and for each of its path, link 1 and 2 are used. One may be curious about that why
there are some links missing in this example (only links 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 appeared).
This is because the subscribers are not located in their coverage. We will explain
this shortly.
• Run file
It may not be proper to use name "Run file" for this part. In fact, this part is going
to discuss the script file containing a sequence of commands. It also allows to use
programming language constructs like for, if and repeat to perform condition-
ally and repeat statements. In effect, through this AMPL let users to write small
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Figure 3.13: Sample Data Statement
programs in AMPL language. A for statement, for example, can make commands
executed once for each member of a set.
The format of this file in our case is .run (see Figure 3.14), which is why we
name this part as "Run file". The file "topology.run" in our situation is significant
since it effectively implements the important procedure for solving our problem—the
Algorithm (3.2.2). Recall that in the algorithm, there is a need to iterate and to
execute over a set. That is why we need make small program in AMPL command
language.
To run a script file, in the command window of AMPL software input include
filename . After this command, the AMPL software will execute the commands
in this file line by line. The beginning two commands are to load the model file
"topology.mod" and one data file "t24.dat" so that our network problem model and
its corresponding instance can be established. The format and content of data files
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Figure 3.14: Command Script File
are quite similar except that several parameters or sets have different values.
Command option solver cplex is to change the default solver MINOS to cplex.
CPLEX is so far the best known and most broadly used large-scale solver. Compared
with MINOS, CPLEX is more efficient and more accurate in solving linear and
convex quadratic programs. In our experiment procedure, we tried MINOS first but
it made some mistakes in the final results because of the convexity of our problem.
Then we turned to CPLEX which successfully fulfilled this task.
The loop repeat {...} until card(Z1)=0 implements the vital part of Algo-
rithm (3.2.2). Firstly, the problem is solved by command solve. By solving our
linear problem, we obtain an optimal solution ∆∗, represented as r and assign this
value to each t[d] for each d ∈ Z1. This is done by let d in Z1 t[d]:=r where
let is an assignment command.
Then we need to separate blocking demands from non-blocking demands accord-
ing to the dual variables of second_con constraint in the model file. Two for state-
ments implement this. It allows the statment within the brackets to be executed for
each d in set Z1. The acquirement of dual variable is through second_con.dual[d].
The operator union creates a new set which is a union of two sets. Regarding the
two other commands let Z1:=Z2 and let Z2:={}, as we mentioned, set Z2 is only
a transition set: it just momentarily contains the non-blocking demands then be-
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comes empty and reused again. Two for statements and the set assignment finally
divide the two kind of demands.
The program checks whether the set Z1 is empty or not by until card(Z1)=0.
The function card computes the number of members in a set so card(Z1)=0 means
that set Z1 is empty. Based on the algorithm, if card(Z1)6=0, the program is solved
again to get a new optimal solution of ∆ or r and repeat the above process to
divide more blocking demands with non-blocking demands; else, stop. When set Z1
is empty, there is no more non-blocking demands i.e., the total demands allocation
can not be increased any more and the final solution is found. Lastly, we display
the final allocation h.
Figure 3.15 shows the optimal solution, the total demand volume allocation for
all demands, using a particular data file. After four steps iteration, this problem
instance is perfectly solved. At first glance, the allocation seems to be unordered
but if it is ordered descreasingly, we see that it is lexicographically maximal.
Figure 3.15: Example of an optimal allcation
• Summary
We have spent many pages to illustrate the AMPL implementation aspect of the
thesis. At first, through a simple example we introduced how AMPL modeling
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language works: how the environment looks like, how to declare sets, variables and
parameters. Again, this was necessary because without this illustration, one can
hardly understand our model and follow how our problem is solved. In the next, we
described our general model and gave the sample data file of one particular case.
The implementation of the algorithm in the script file was also explained specifically.
In general, AMPL can solve the 3-layer network resource allocation problem in less
than 10 seconds, which is very efficient. Besides, it can be relatively easy to use for
anyone who is familiar with algebraic knowledge. This is the reason why we chose
AMPL as a solving tool instead of other tools like MATLAB, although they are also
very fast to solve linear programming problem.
In the next chapter, we will show some our numerical results together with the
related realistic topologies.
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS OF
HETEROGENEOUS NETWORK PROBLEM
Having introduced the theoretical and implementation background, we will focus
on the numerical achievements of our problem. This chapter mainly contains the
topologies we established with MATLAB to approach the real cases as much as
possible, the results we obtained using the former algorithm and the solving tool
and finally a comparison with other two conventional heuristic schemes. In detail,
50 topologies have been produced to ensure the generalizability. For each topology,
there are 3 cellular network layers, 9 base stations and 20 subscribers. We have
shown the result of one particular case at the end of chapter 3 and later we will
illustrate more typical ones but not all of them. At the initial stage, we encoutered
some problem with AMPL and got some incorrect but reasonable results. So, at
first, we will explain a little about this.
4.1 A Simple Situation
In order to varify whether the algorithm and AMPL works correctly, we established
a relatively simple but also complex enough for this objective. In general, this simple
topology (see figure 4.1) include 3 base stations and 7 subscribers. The base station
with largest coverage is macro-LTE and two others are wifi station and micro-LTE
station respectively. All the subscribers have access to macro-LTE except that user
1 and 2 only have this way to access radio resources. Subscriber 5 is the only one
that can access to all the 3 RATs i.e., it has three paths to realize its demand. For
the remaining four users, each two of them are served by micro-LTE and wifi station
respectively.
The model is exactly like what we showed in chapter 3 but the data will certainly
be different. Figure 4.2 is the specific data of this topology. In this case, we set
the capacities of stations as 100,400,300 respectively for macro-LTE ,micro-LTE and
wifi station and they are reffered to as 1,2 and 3 (not shown in the picture). Note
that node 5 has three paths since it is within the coverage of three base stations.
This data file is alomst the same with the one we provided in the last chapter except
for less subscribers and base stations.
As we said, this topology is so simple that we can compute it by hand and
intuitively, there are several feasible solutions for this problem. However, we are
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Figure 4.1: Our test topology
searching for the optimal one i.e.,the one with lexicographically maximal total al-
location. Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show two different results of two solvers. The left
result is obtained by solver MINOS version 5.5. In reality, this may work and the
link capacities are not exceeded. However, it is not the optimal one since if we
compare it with the right result, it can be noticed that the allocation in figure 4
is lexicographically maximal when sorted in non-decreasing order. The right one
is solved by CPLEX without exhausting any link either. Obviously, when solv-
ing the problem, MINOS did not use dual variables, which we think is the main
problem that it cannot get the optimal result because the algorithm we used relies
heavily on dual variables to implement non-blocking test. If we make the topol-
ogy more complex, say if we add two more subscribers in the coverage of wifi sta-
tion, one in the overlapping area of wifi and micro-LTE stations and one served
only by macro-LTE, in total 10 subscribers, we still get the expected results where
vector h = (33.3333, 33.3333, 33.3333, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100) sorted in non-
decreasing order.
So far, it has turned out that the algorithm works perfectly in realistic cases
and AMPL is also appropriate for solving such problems. However, this is far from
enough since we have quite a few wifi stations and micro-LTEs within a larger base
station like macro-LTE and in addition, hundreds of subscribers may appear at the
same time. Apparently, to show all of them in a figure is impossible and time-
comsuming and it is also problem to specify data in AMPL. Therefore, in the next
section, we try to make our case as real as possible.
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Figure 4.2: Data file of our test topology
4.2 Numerical Results of More Realistic Cases
In this section, we will introduce more situations a network provider may face in
reality. First of all, some basic parameters will be illustrated. In generally, we
increased the number of base stations to 9 including: 1 macro-LTE station, 4 wifi
stations and 4 micro-LTE stations. Macro-LTE has the largest coverage area which
is 500 meters while wifi and micro-LTE stations both have a 100-meter coverage.
Regarding to the capacities, we reset that of micro-LTE to 100 Mbps, the same with
macro-LTE whereas wifi stations have much higher capacities, 400 Mbps for each.
The positions of them are another problem we need to figure out. At the beginning,
we assumed that macro-LTE is aware of all the positions of other BSs and both
wifi and micro-LTE should be within macro-LTE coverage area. In order to make
the situation more complex, each wifi and each micro-LTE are overlapping i.e, they
have common areas. Additionally, there are 20 subscribers generated randomly in
the coverage of macro-LTE. In terms of the topology generation, we used MATLAB
as the building tool. The code for this can be found in the following.
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Figure 4.3: Solution with MINOS solver Figure 4.4: Solution with CPLEX solver
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
% MATLAB code f o r gene ra t ing the t opo l o g i e s
c l e a r a l l ;
c l c ;
s i t a =0: p i /20 :2∗ pi ;
% rad iu s o f BSs :
r1=500; r2=100; r3=100;
% coord ina to r o f macro−LTE:
x0 = 400 ; y0 = 500 ;
% coord ina to r o f w i f i s in t o t a l 4 :
x1 = 200 ; y1 = 700 ; x2=180; y2=350;
x3=600; y3=680; x4=590; y4=300;
% coord ina to r o f micro−LTEs in t o t a l 4 :
t1=180; m1=590; t2=260; m2=300; t3=500;m3=800;
t4=690; m4=420;
% uniformed d i s t r i b u t e d po in t s in a c i r c l e f o r macro LTE:
scr_x3_macrolte=uni f rnd ( x0−r1 , x0+r1 , 2 0 , 1 ) ;
c=sq r t ( r1^2−abs ( scr_x3_macrolte−x0 ) . ^ 2 ) ;
scr_y3_macrolte=uni f rnd(−c+y0 , c+y0 , 2 0 , 1 ) ;
% p lo t the macro−LTE s t a t i o n marked with red empty c i r c l e
h1 = p lo t ( x0 , y0 , ’ ro ’ , x0+r1∗ cos ( s i t a ) , y0+r1∗ s i n ( s i t a ) ,
’ r ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ , 2 ) ;
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text ( x0 , y0 , ’ 1 ’ ) ;
hold on ;
% p lo t f our w i f i s t a t i o n s marked with black s t a r
h2 = p lo t ( x1 , y1 , ’ k ∗ ’ , x1+r2∗ cos ( s i t a ) , y1+r2∗ s i n ( s i t a ) ) ;
t ex t ( x1 , y1 , ’ 2 ’ ) ;
hold on ;
p l o t ( x2 , y2 , ’ k ∗ ’ , x2+r2∗ cos ( s i t a ) , y2+r2∗ s i n ( s i t a ) ) ;
t ex t ( x2 , y2 , ’ 3 ’ ) ;
hold on ;
p l o t ( x3 , y3 , ’ k ∗ ’ , x3+r2∗ cos ( s i t a ) , y3+r2∗ s i n ( s i t a ) ) ;
t ex t ( x3 , y3 , ’ 5 ’ ) ;
hold on ;
p l o t ( x4 , y4 , ’ k ∗ ’ , x4+r2∗ cos ( s i t a ) , y4+r2∗ s i n ( s i t a ) ) ;
t ex t ( x4 , y4 , ’ 4 ’ ) ;
hold on ;
% p lo t f our micro−LTE s t a t i o n s marked with green ’+ ’
h3 = p lo t ( t1 ,m1, ’ g+ ’ , t1+r3∗ cos ( s i t a ) ,m1+r3∗ s i n ( s i t a ) ) ;
t ex t ( t1 ,m1, ’ 6 ’ ) ;
hold on ;
p l o t ( t2 ,m2, ’ g+ ’ , t2+r3∗ cos ( s i t a ) ,m2+r3∗ s i n ( s i t a ) ) ;
t ex t ( t2 ,m2, ’ 7 ’ ) ;
hold on ;
p l o t ( t3 ,m3, ’ g+ ’ , t3+r3∗ cos ( s i t a ) ,m3+r3∗ s i n ( s i t a ) ) ;
t ex t ( t3 ,m3, ’ 9 ’ ) ;
hold on ;
p l o t ( t4 ,m4, ’ g+ ’ , t4+r3∗ cos ( s i t a ) ,m4+r3∗ s i n ( s i t a ) ) ;
t ex t ( t4 ,m4, ’ 8 ’ ) ;
hold on ;
% p lo t the 20 randomly crea ted s ub s c r i b e r s marked with pink dot
h4=p lo t ( scr_x3_macrolte , scr_y3_macrolte , ’m. ’ ) ;
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legend ( [ h1 ( 1 ) , h2 ( 1 ) , h3 ( 1 ) , h4 ( 1 ) ] ,
’Macro−LTE’ , ’WiFi s t a t i on s ’ , ’ Micro−LTEs ’ , ’ s ub s c r i b e r s ’ ) ;
ax i s equal ;
hold o f f ;
ax i s o f f ;
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Note that we have set the coverage of each station but as we assumed earlier,
both the uplink and downlink transmission are independent with the distance i.e., no
matter how far a subscriber is from its corresponding BS, the possibility for receiving
the signal and signal power it receives are the same with other ones. However, since
we only have 20 subscribers in this large space, when we generated them randomly,
there were just a few of them located at the area of WiFi or micro-LTE and in some
cases none of them was there. So basically this is the reason why we are going to
choose the most typical topologies where there are at least reasonable number of
subscribers located in WiFis and micro-LTEs for us to analyze.
In the rest of this chapter, we will show some topology figures (starting from
figure 4.5) together with the corresponding AMPL data file and optimal solutions
of them. For simplification and to save space, when considering the data file, we
will only show how the paths are set for each demand because the initial parameters
are not changed and only the number of candidate paths and the specific paths for
each node are changed for every topology. Certainly, the number of paths for each
demand will also change but one may figure it out through how the paths are set in
the following.
(a) First topology case (b) The specific data file
Figure 4.5: First topology: 11 demands only have access to macro-LTE
whereas 9 nodes have two or more than two ways to access the ser-
vice. Note that we treated the node on the boarder of a coverage as
inside that. The final allocation sorted in non-decreasing order is h =
(9.09, . . . , 9.09, 9.09, 50, 50, 100, 166.667, 166.667, 166.667, 200, 200, 400).
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(a) Second topology case (b) The specific data file
Figure 4.6: Second topology: 14 demands only have access to macro-LTE whereas
6 nodes have two or more than two ways to access the service. Note that we treated
the node on the boarder of a coverage as inside that. The final allocation sorted in
non-decreasing order is h = (7.142, . . . , 7.142, 7.142, 100, 200, 200, 250, 250, 400).
(a) Third topology case (b) The specific data file
Figure 4.7: Third topology: 12 demands only have access to macro-
LTE whereas 8 nodes have two or more than two ways to access the
service. The final allocation sorted in non-decreasing order is h =
(8.333, . . . , 8.333, 8.333, 50, 50, 100, 100, 200, 200, 200, 200).
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(a) Fourth topology case (b) The specific data file
Figure 4.8: Fourth topology: 15 demands only have access to macro-LTE whereas
5 nodes have two or more than two ways to access the service. The final allocation
sorted in non-decreasing order is h = (6.667, . . . , 6.667, 6.667, 100, 250, 250, 250, 250).
(a) Fifth topology case (b) The specific data file
Figure 4.9: Fifth topology: 11 demands only have access to macro-
LTE whereas 9 nodes have two or more than two ways to access the
service. The final allocation sorted in non-decreasing order is h =
(9.09, . . . , 9.09, 9.09, 33.333, 33.333, 33.333, 133.333, 133.333, 133.333, 250, 250, 500).
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(a) AMPL result of the first
topology
(b) AMPL result of the second
topology
(c) AMPL result of the third
topology
(d) AMPL result of the fourth
topology
(e) AMPL result of the fifth
topology
Figure 4.10: The AMPL results of the above topologies
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In order to make it clear, Figure 4.10 has shown the actual results in AMPL of
the above topologies, although we have given in the figures’ descriptions.
So far, the illustration of the numerical results has come to an end. As we
mentioned, the five topologies are very typical ones and most of others are quite
similar. For example, in the fifth case, more than 9 demands have multiple access
to the base stations. Without AMPL, it could be very complicated to compute the
total allcation vector. In reality, a particular area may hold more than hundreds of
people; if 30 of them have multiple access, this can be impossible to solve by hand.
4.3 Comparison of Three Schemes
To have more advanced results and to show the advantage of our propossed Max-min
algorithm, in this section, we will compare its performance with two other traditional
heuristic schemes. The first is called WiFi-preferred scheme, a non-bifurcated case,
where a subscriber chooses the RAT based on the capacity-to-coverage ratio in de-
creasing order. That is to say that WiFi RAT is chosen with priority since it has a
higher capacity when a user is within the coverage of WiFi. If a user has problem
with connecting the WiFi, the nearest pico cell is selected and then macro-LTE. Ba-
sically, the objective of this scheme is to oﬄoad the more expensive cellular network
maximally.[4]
The other conventional scheme for comparison is Max-usage or "greedy" scheme.
In contrast, it is a bifurcated scheme and moreover, a user-certric sheme. In this case,
users are able to transmit on all available radio interfaces simultaneously. Appar-
ently, this scheme is power-hungry but it can significantly improve the throughput
in comparison with the above one. More details of WiFi-preferred and Max-usage
schemes can be found in [19] and [20].
Figure 4.11: Per-user throughput performance comparison: (a) WiFi-preferred, (b)
Proposed Max-min, and (c) Max-usage schemes [4]
To simulate a more challenging realistic deployment, we established a scenario
with 100 subscribers, where 25% can only connect to macro-LTE, other 50% have
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access to either micro-LTE or WiFi or both of them and the remaining 25% are free
to choose between three of them. There are still one micro cell, four micro-LTEs and
four WiFis and the throughput for them is: 10 Mbps (for both macro- and micro-
LTE) and 30 Mbps for WiFi. [4]
Figure 4.11 shows the results of the comparison of performance with throughput in
the mean, 5%-quantile and 95%-quantile. What is concluded is that in terms of the
average peruser throughput, our proposed scheme Max-min algorithm in subfigure
(b) is higher than that of Wifi-preferred scheme. Further, although Max-min and
Max-usage schemes are sharing the same value of "mean" quantile, the throughput
of the users served by macro-LTE only is dramatically improved (see the 5% quantile
line). Therefore, Max-min algorithm not only combines the benefits but also avoids
shortcomings of both counterpart heuristic schemes. [4]
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5. CONCLUSION
The objective of the thesis was to solve N-tier heterogeneous network resource allo-
cation problem through considering it as a network flow problem. The results have
turned out that formulating a HetNet problem as a NFP is an effective way and the
research has proposed a new method for assisted network selection.
In the above chapters, the author has introduced:
• the fundamental and core notions and notations of network flow problem.
• the fair network concept and the corresponding max-min fairness (MMF) cri-
terion.
• the formulation of the targeted 3-tier HetNet network problem.
• two available algorithms: one is based on NBT-1 and the other on NBT-3.
• a brief and specific introduction to AMPL language with an understandable
example; how the concentrated problem is established in AMPL and how
AMPL has solved it with CPLEX.
• illustration to the topologies set by MATLAB and the corresponding results
to 5 of them.
• comparion with two counterpart heuristic schemes: WiFi-preferred and Max-
usage.
The general findings of the thesis are as follows. Firstly, MMF is the most fair way
for resource or bandwidth allocation among users. For our particular problem, the
traffic demands (subscribers) are set to have one or more paths for traffic realizing.
Based on MMF criterion, algorithm (3.2.1) or algorithm (3.2.2) which we adopted
has accurately solve the fair allocation between users. Secondly, AMPL modeling
software is an excellent tool for modeling our network problem especially when we
used algorithm (3.2.2) as it is actually a typical linear program problem. Since
dual variables have played a very important role in achieving the solution, AMPL
language together with CPLEX solver have applied dual theory very well. As we
mentioned, at first we adopted solver MINOS which has made many errors. The
efficiency of AMPL tool is rationally high. For a 3-tier HetNet network with 20 sub-
scribers and 9 base stations, it can solve within 5 seconds. Thirdly, the topologies we
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built are relatively reasonable. They are able to cover most locations of a subscriber
when the position of a BS is determined. Fourthly, the final total demand volume
allocation is lexicographically maximal which means that each demand has obtained
the optimal allocation solution and it is the most fair one. Fifthly, our proposed
algorithm—Max-min fairness is an excellent scheme for the typical heterogeneous
networks currently. It not only maintains a fairly good average performance, but
also delivers the maximum fairness to the system.
However, there are some insufficiencies about the topologies. The one thing is
that in terms of the number of subscribers, the coverage of macro-LTE in our case is
relatively a bit large, which leads to some situation where almost all subscribers are
located outside either WiFi stations or micro-LTE stations and only a few (1 or 2
are within either BS). In this case, there is no meaning to study since we can simply
compute it by hand. Figure 5.1 is one of these examples. It is so simple that the
Figure 5.1: A situation where most subscribers are only served by macro-LTE station
optimal solution is to distribute equally for those that are only served by macro-LTE
and the single subscriber within either WiFi or micro-LTE coverage gains the whole
resourse or bandwidth. Therefore, this is basically what needs to be improved.
For further study of this subject, one can create a more realistic case: since in
reality, WiFi or micro-LTE stations will mostly concentrate on places where hold
a high visitor flow rate, thus, the situation gets more complicated because more
subscribers may have multiple access to wireless resources.
In summary, this chapter has reviewed what has been done in this thesis, found
what needs to be further improved and given the suggestion for future study. The
idea to solve HetNet network problem by NFP has filled the gap in this area and as
the increasing interest in this subject, more advanced techniques can be developed.
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